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TYPES OF ENGLISH NEOLOGISMS OF 2016–2017 REPRESENTING  
THE UNIVERSAL CONCEPT OF TIME

Summary. This article focuses on types of neologisms of 2016–2017 representing the universal concept of time in 
the English language and their word formation processes.
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To keep up with the trends the English language 
should constantly develop and it really does. En‑

glish can be considered rich on new words showing 
the variety of linguistic word formation processes. 
The rapid and on‑going appearance of new words 
challenges natural language processing systems and 
lexicography. Global Language Monitor claims that 
approximately 5,400 new words appear every year 
[3]. Language units representing concepts are of vast 
interest for both linguistic and cognitive sciences. 
Moreover, such focus on the neologisms representing 
the concept of time can be further developed as the 
topic of research in terms of cultural and cognitive 
representation of time. In this article we focus on 
types of such neologisms of 2016–2017 representing 
the universal concept of time as lexical units. Trans‑
lation of such neologisms can be conducted based on 
the information of our research.

The aim of the article is to analyse neologisms of 
2016–2017 representing the universal concept of time 
as lexical units having identified their part of speech, 
type (according to Newmark) and word formation pro‑
cess they had to undergo.

From the definition of the term neologism intro‑
duced by Algeo we can claim that these units constantly 
enter the language, meet the requirements for inclusion 
in general dictionaries, but have not been recorded 
there [2]. Fischer supposes that neologism lost its status 
of a nonce‑formation but is still considered to be new by 
the majority of members of a speech community [4 p. 3].

In terms of linguistics, recent research studies of 
neologisms belong to Cook, O’Dell, McDonald [8]. Key 
characteristics of a neologism can be defined depending 
on approach to perspectives consideration [8]. There 
are such approaches as: stylistic (Fischer, Rets), de‑
notation (Ulanova), structural (Sari), etymological 
(Cook, Rets) and lexicographic (Sanders) [8].

Other features of neologisms to be taken into con‑
sideration [7]:

 – anonymous origin;
 – tendency to appear at first in informal style;
 – frequent occcurance in media (newspapers in par‑

ticular).
It should be mentioned that the lexicographic the‑

ory emphasises entering or the becoming a part of 
the language, due to the fact that the new words are 
presented in dictionaries but online ones.

The neologisms analysed in this article meet all the 
above‑mentioned requirements. They are no longer 
nonce‑formations, generally considered to be new, and 
typically not recorded in general use dictionaries. In 
this article, we analyse 29 neologisms of 2016–2017 
representing the concept of time in English. These new 
words are extracted from specialised online resources 
such as Cambridge Dictionary Blog [1] and Word Spy 
[9] (see Table 1). In course of this analysis, we needed 
to specify such category as part of speech. From the 
Table 1 we can see that 29 out of 29 neologisms (100%) 
of 2016–2017 representing the universal concept of 
time are nouns.

To analyse extracted English neologisms of 2016–
2017 representing the universal concept of time as 
lexical units we have taken Newmark’s typology [6 p. 
140–150] and further applied the elements of statis‑
tical method (Table 1).

Chart 1 displays the results of analysis of En‑
glish neologisms of 2016–2017 representing the 
universal concept of time according to Newmark’s 
typology. Almost a half of neologisms are colloca‑
tions 48% (14 units). Derived words make up 41% 
(14 units). Abbreviations account for insignificant 
number which is 7% (2 units). We can see only one 
unit representing old word with new sense gets 4% 
(Table 1, Chart 1).
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Table 1
English neologisms of 2016–2017 representing the concept of time

Neologism
(2016–2017)

Part of 
speech

Type (Newmark) Word formation
processes

1. AFOL noun abbreviation abbreviation

2. Black Fiveday noun collocation compounding

3. bleisure noun derived word blending

4. Christmas creep noun collocation compounding

5. clipped wing generation noun collocation compounding

6. Gen Z noun abbreviation clipping

7. Generation Me noun collocation compounding

8. generational nomad noun collocation compounding

9. genervacation noun derived word blending

10. gratitude journal noun collocation compounding

11. hack day noun collocation compounding

12. honeyteer noun derived word blending

13. linkster noun derived word affixation

14. manfant noun derived word blending

15. megamoon noun derived word affixation

16. midult noun derived word blending

17. napercise noun derived word blending

18. night czar noun collocation compounding

19. olden quarter noun collocation compounding

20. perennial noun old word with new sense conversion

21. procrastination nanny noun collocation compounding

22. returnship noun derived word affixation

23. reverse advent calendar noun collocation compounding

24. social menopause noun collocation compounding

25. superager noun derived word affixation

26. supertasker noun derived word affixation

27. time poverty noun collocation compounding

28. weekend effect noun collocation compounding

29. Xennial noun derived word clipping
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Chart 1. English neologisms of 2016–2017 representing the universal concept of time analysis (Newmark’s typology)
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When we mention the types of new words as lexi‑
cal units, we should not forget about word formation 
processes they have undergone. According to Maxwell, 
the English language gets not so many completely 
new words [5]. Moreover, they comprise for such in‑
significant number as 1% of all English neologisms 
[5]. The overwhelming majority of new words and 
expressions in English usually make up of at least one 
common for the language lexical component. Such 
word formation processes involved in the creation of 
new words and expressions tend to be top ones for the 
last few decades [5]:

 – compounding;
 – blends;
 – old words, new uses;
 – abbreviations and acronyms;
 – affixation;
 – borrowings.

Having analysed 29 English neologisms of 2016–
2017 representing the universal concept of time we 
can prove that compounding and blending are the top 
word formation processes for neologisms. This fact 
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Chart 2. English neologisms of 2016–2017 representing the universal concept of time and their word  
formation processes

supports the previous findings presented by K. Maxwell 
in MED Magazine [5]. As you can see from the Chart 2 
compounding takes 49% (14 units), blending — 21% 
(6 units), affixation — 17% (5 units) and clipping — 
7% (2). By contrast, conversion comprises 3% (1 unit) 
and abbreviation also takes 3% (1 unit) of the whole 
number of neologisms analysed in this article (see 
Table 1 and Chart 2).

This article has given an account of the types of neol‑
ogisms of 2016–2017 representing the universal concept 
of time as lexical units and the trends of their word 
formation processes. Our analysis is in line with the idea 
about the trend that compounds and blends prevail in 
terms of neologisms scopes and those ones representing 
the universal concept of time are not exceptions. Giv‑
en that our findings are based on a limited number of 
neologisms (dated 2016–2017), the results from such 
analysis should thus be treated with considerable caution.

These findings add to a growing body of research on 
this issue that can be further conducted in the freame‑
work of cultural and linguistic representation of time, 
temporal relations via neologisms and their translation.
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